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I’d like to start by acknowledging that the land from 
which I am speaking today is traditional and unceded

Qayqayt and Musqueam
territory.
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Where We are Heading:

• Setting the stage: Paramedicine as a complex system
• CPRC
• Descriptive findings
• Emerging models
• Where to next?

The Paramedics Connecting Through Applied Research 
(Paramedics CARe) online conference aims to mobilize 

knowledge on the latest research in Canadian paramedicine and 
foster intersectoral and transdisciplinary collaboration between 

academic researchers, educators, provincial and municipal 
governments, private small and medium enterprises (SMEs) that 

support paramedic practice, and the public through patient 
advocacy groups.



Defining, Describing, & Understanding 
Paramedic Practice in Canada
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What do you REALLY want to know about….
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p. 13





The Map
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Defining Paramedic Practice
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Batt, A.M., Williams, B., Brydges, M., Leyenaar, M., Tavares, W. New ways of 
seeing: the role of systems thinking when developing competency frameworks in 
health professions education. Advances in Health Sciences Education.



COVID-19 AND 
PARAMEDIC PRACTICE

COMPLEXITY IN PARAMEDIC 
PRACTICE AROUND THE WORLD

PREVENTION OF 
MUSCULOSKELETAL DISORDERS 

(MSDS) AMONG PARAMEDICS

DISRUPTING THE PARAMEDIC 
WORK ENVIRONMENT WITH 
GENDER BASED ANALYSIS

TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION 
TO SUPPORT CARE-IN-PLACE IN 

CANADA

NATIONAL STANDARDS FOR 
COMMUNITY PARAMEDICINE

CHANGING 
COMMUNITY NEEDS

PREDICTIVE MODELLING IN 
PARAMEDICINE

POST-TRAUMATIC 
STRESS INJURY AND 

PARAMEDICINE

THE FUTURE OF 
PARAMEDICINE:

A CANADIAN VISION
Paramedics CARe brings together leading experts to discuss paramedicine from their respective disciplines 
and perspectives, share current trends in research, initiate a conversation on how these initiatives will impact 
the lives of Canadians, and explore ways to mobilize research knowledge more effectively for an intersectoral

and transdisciplinary audience.
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Research Team

Dr. Ron Bowles JIBC, McNally Project

Jennie Helmer BCEHS

Ian Blanchard AHS EMS

Dr. Walter Tavares York Regional Paramedic Services, University of 
Toronto, McNally Project

Dr. Luc de Montigny Urgences-santé, McGill University

Dr. Judah Goldstein Nova Scotia EHS, Dalhousie University

Cheryl Cameron CVH, HEC, McNally Project, JIBC*

Johanne Joseph Urgences-santé, JIBC*

This project is funded through the National 
Sciences and Engineering Council’s College and 
Community Innovation Program’s special Tri-
Agency Applied Research Rapid Response to 

COVID-19



Context: Pandemic

Data Collection (Interviews)Response to COVID-19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brief background on COVID-19, potential challenges to health care generally, EMS specificallyI'm wondering if some of what I put in the next slide notes (did that one first) actually goes here – based on the fact you are talking about predicted/anticipated challenges to healthcare generally and EMS specifically?Entered Canada Jan 2020, first case confirmed in Toronto, shortly after, third case in BC (returning travelers)March 11 – declared global pandemicCanadian responses (general):International travel suspendedSocial distancing, people told to stay home, remote working/layoff, schools suspendedScreening for symptoms prior to healthcare access (EMS, physicians offices, clinics, hospitals, etc.)Public avoidance of healthcare services across all healthcare settingsOther thoughts for this page that weren't populated on next page, that you may want to pull forward to this slide instead:Fear for overrun of resources (critical care, emergency care, hospital, etc.)Lack of workforce due to illness (so more patients, but also less workforce if ill)Fear that people would not report to workVast unknown – about transmission, how to protect, what PPE to use when, 



Challenges, Innovations, Barriers, Strategies

• Identify challenges and innovations in operations, 
practice, and decision-making related to the 
management of the COVID-19 pandemic

• Identify barriers to and considerations for innovation, 
particularly in relation to operational guidelines, 
operational and clinical governance, policy, procedure, 
education, and regulation

• Identify strategies and resources employed to mitigate 
barriers and address considerations





Descriptive analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Initial analysis focused on “descriptive analysis” –pulling out stories and examples of each category: Challenges, Innovations, Barriers, Strategies (terms, phrases, segments to codes to categories…)Aim of descriptive (first swing; general understanding; framework for identifying and exploring areas of interest)Emergent model: visual/spatial – not linear – using space highlights the relationships between categories and data elements0



Core Framework

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A core model focuses on five themes:OperationsClinical CareSystems ConsiderationsSafetyUnknownsSo, for example: with Challenges (do some, not all):Operational issues included maintaining staffing and core functions. But note that these overlap with other core themes: Staffing issues involved protecting staff and preventing infection: Safety concerns. Since core functions involve patient care, these also involved themes from clinical careSimilarly, protecting the overall health care system from overload had elements in both Clinical Care and Systems themes.A central theme, particularly in the early months was the level of “unknowns” – lack of info, conflicting info, lack and overload of info, mixed messages from multiple sources of authorityNot often spoken out loud was the underlying tension of uncertainty and the potentially fatal implications of COVID and its impact in places like Europe and the eastern USNOTE 2 emerging themes in 2nd and 3rd waves: fatigue and sustainability



Key Early 
Findings

• Complexity 
• Interconnectedness
• Not discreet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Complexity and interconnectedness of response and of EMS within broader health care contextComplexity both laterally (between elements and themes) and vertically (micro/crew & patient level through organizational to systems level implications)Follow through: e.g., PPEHave lines connecting elements involved in addressing PPEChallenges with PPELack of science – what was needed when by whom?Existing stocks dated and insufficient – “efficient” supply chain not able to manage surgeDiffering requirements of EMS, hosp – worse where multiple agencies/health authoritiesConflicting advice and recommendationsChanged, sometimes multiple times per dayLeverage rapid research, emerging and best practiceAlternate forms of PPE, reusableAcquisition, logistics, distribution, monitoring Develo0p, train, supply, implementCommunicate, monitor, reinforceEmbed in clinical practice and proceduresHow to embed a mindset of IPCAnd that’s without even considering: who makes these decisions, what authority is needed and how do you get it, how does this impact use of PPE on/for patients, changing mindsets, competing with the whole world to find and get PPE, 



Next Steps:
Exploratory Analysis

Considerations

Success Factors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next Steps:Complete descriptive coding:  validate “model” and further refine/condense categoriesBegin exploratory analysis – e.g., identifying “success factors”, considerationsHave to play with sizing and consistency of font in the images



Questions?Questions?
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